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That time is coming up again
when we must do battle
against the Red and Blue
Knights.
We will win, we will persevere, we will bring home the
scepter!
I'm placing a call out for all
Knights to try and come out
to have fun, meet other
knights and get the opportunity to compete for Best
Knight.

Oct 17-19th
Lake City FL
Hosted by: Blue Knights
Defending champs: Red Knights
Hotel:
Days Inn by Wyndham
3430 N US Highway 441
Lake City, FL 32055

April 2020
Las Vegas, NV

Cheers
Adam "Ferris" Buehler
GKMMC International
President

How Much?
By: Jarred “Scrape” Baker
International Safety Officer

Events:

Last year was the first time in
years that our numbers were
large. Time to start a new dynasty. Spread the word and go
onto the GKMMC International FB page event to stay informed.

In your opinion how much is a
life worth?
$400,000 the
amount paid by SGLI? A Million? Priceless?
What about
$100? A hundred dollars you
may be asking, why such a small
amount? My answer is any life
can be protected for about a
hundred dollars! I’m not recommending any one company or
any one brand, but a trauma kit
for use in a motorcycle accident
can be purchased for right
around $100. We as military
members often receive SABC, or
Tactical Combat Casualty Care,
or Combat Life Saver type training at some point throughout
our careers. Heck in many cases
we have to do it annually! But do
we arm ourselves with the tools
while riding to take care of ourselves or a fellow Knight if one of
us were to go down? For exam-

ple www.darkangelmedical.com/
ankle-kit-trauma-kit/ has a first aid
kit that can literally be strapped
around your ankle and includes
Hemostatic Gauze, Nitrile Gloves,
a Compression Bandage, Chest
Seals and a tourniquet all for
$140! For about a $100 that’s
pretty good assurance that we can
at least start to stabilize our brother or sister until more medical
personnel can get on scene. We
know where all the great riding
spots are, but trust me so do EMS
personnel because they are constantly having to respond to those
same areas to take care of fallen
riders.
We as the Knights are all about
mentoring riders about being
safer and ensuring we know how
to ride safely both in a group and
on our own. That message is
getting out there, but we have to
remember that safety is before the
ride with TCLOCS, during the
ride with our Ride Captains and

Tail Gunners, and sometimes
unfortunately when a Knight goes
down we have to take care of them
when their ride stops. I write this
article at this time because we have
seen a significant increase in number of “Rider Down” reports coming to me as your International
Safety Director. In 2018 I received
a total of 6 “Rider Down” notifications. So far only a little over half
way through 2019 I have received
11! Some of these were minor
bumps and bruises and some were
much more significant where the
riders are still trying to recover
from them today. Please remember any Knight involved in an
accident must submit an accident
report form to GKMMC International Safety so we may track them
and determine training needs for
our Knights. Lets make sure we
take care of each other and remain
safe through all aspects of our
rides. As always, ride safe and keep
the shiny side up!
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International Officers Conference April 2019
By: Ray “Cage” Sagan
International Secretary
The 2019 International
Officer Conference (IOC)
was going to be special, it
was combined with Clubs
20th Anniversary. Hosted
by North American Zone
President Shane “Wild
Woody” Woodmancy and
his Wanderer’s in Ch X.
The event took place in
Harrisburg, PA and was
open to all Green Knights
and family.
The roar of the Green
Knights steel horses began
during the arrival and
check-in on Tuesday, 16
April. The well organized
planned events started on
Wednesday with a trip to
the battlefield at Gettysburg to experience some of
America’s history.

On Thursday even more
Green Knights assembled
to take part on a ride to the
oldest brewery in America
at the Yuengling Plant in
Pottsville, PA. After a fun,
educational, thirst quenching tour we continued our
journey to the Graffiti
Highway in Centralia, PA.
Knights left their mark on
the highway and took time
for a group photo. An
unscheduled stop at the
National Cemetery proved
to be a humble and educational experience. The day
ended with a stop at Cigar
International for some
smokes and camaraderie.
Friday showers arrived to
change the schedule slightly allowing the Knights to
choose a Hershey Chocolate Factory tour or do
their own thing early in the
day. Later in the day all
headed out through the

Pennsylvania Amish countryside sharing the roads
with the four legged horses.
A short stop was made at
Renegade Cycles before
driving by the abandoned
Three Mile Island nuclear
plant where we made sure
we maintained a safe distance. The final destination brought us to the
Shady Maple for an amazing dinner. The mile long
buffet ensured all got their
fill of some awesome home
cooked food.
Saturday morning arrived
as the officers prepared to
attend the meeting. Officers from International,
Zone, Trustees, and 17
different chapters attended
the Conference. A productive meeting was held that
yielded amendments to the
By-Laws and new documents to help guide the
Club when wearing their

Colors. The 2021 IOC
was voted to be held in San
Antonio, TX. After the
meeting, some Knights
took advantage of the
cleared skies to enjoy more
of the scenic, twisty, hilly
roads that PA had to offer.
Others ventured to a local
go-cart track for some
friendly competition. The
final evening allowed the
Knights to fellowship and
reminisce about the past
few days.
The event came to a close
on Easter Sunday, 21 April
as the Green Knights and
family members packed up,
said their goodbyes, and
headed back home.
A job well done by Wild
Woody and his crew, fun
was had by all who attended!
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Roberts Rules of Order—Voting
By: Don “Reload” Freese
North American Zone SAA
Voting is a critical part of the
efficient operation of a Club.
Robert’s Rules of Order goes
into detail about the various
types of votes and the requirements for each. Here is a
very abbreviated version of
what you should know.
Because the minority of an
organization has the right to
be heard, it takes a 2/3 majority vote to stop debating a
subject and bring it to vote.
You’ve probably heard about
this many times in the U. S.
Senate when there is talk of a
filibuster. What is happening
in this case is that the minority talks for as long as they
want in order to delay or stop
a vote.a
Members on the prevailing
side of a vote “assume direct
personally responsible” for
the effects of the vote. Those
on the losing side of the vote
are relieved of any credit or
blame for the effects of the
decision.
Voting can only happen at an
official meeting, unless otherwise specified in the bylaws.

For a meeting to be official, a
Chapter must specify what
constitutes a quorum (the
minimum number of members required to be present
for a meeting to be official).
If it is not specified in the
Chapter bylaws, a quorum is
a majority of the members,
not just the members in good
standing.
Most votes require a simple
majority of the members
present and eligible to vote.
Here are a few exceptions
(this is not an all-inclusive
list):
· Limiting the time to
debate an issue requires
a 2/3 majority
· Postponing a decision
requires a 2/3 majority
· Amending a meeting
agenda requires a 2/3
majority
· Amending Chapter bylaws requires a 2/3 majority
Now to confuse things even
more. You can contradict
Robert’s Rules of Order by
putting in your bylaws those
instances when you intend to
deviate from Parliamentary
Law. For example, whenever
the Mob wants the basis for

decision be other than what
is spelled out in Robert’s
Rules of Order, the desired
basis should be precisely
defined in the bylaws and
the bylaws will take precedent. If you want a simple
majority decision when Robert’s Rules of Order calls for
2/3, just put it in your bylaws. Anything you add to
your bylaws must still comply with the International
bylaws.
A plurality vote can never be
used to decide the outcome
of a topic of discussion/
debate. For example, if you
are discussing where to go
on your next Chapter ride
and three locations are identified, the location chosen
must receive more than 50%
of the votes to win.
Roberts Rules of Order also
explains when it is appropriate to use ballot voting and
when voting must be open.
Consider adding this topic
to the agenda of one of your
upcoming meetings and
discuss in depth the requirements associated with how
you conduct your votes.

Information Security
By: Theodore “Radar” Tomita III
Chapter 50 President
As with any organization, the
Green Knights comes in contact
with what the security industry
calls PII “Personally Identifiable
Information”. This type of info is
extremely sensitive and can cause
a great deal of issues if not handled correctly. All states have
rules that govern how this data
must be managed and protected.
The larger question is do we need
it? What data should we be collecting? What data should we
avoid?

Things like social security numbers and drivers license numbers should never be collected
from members. Losing that type
of data is considered a data
breach and by law is required to
be reported to government
agencies. It is illegal to copy a
military id under Title 18, U.S
Code, Part 1, Chapter 33, Section 701.
So how do we verify eligibility
for membership? Visual inspection is always the best way. Have
the member bring their DoD
ID or a DD214. Never copy it.

When collecting information
make sure its useful to the club
and does not put the member
or the Green Knights at risk.
Collecting name, address,
phone number, and emergency
contact info is all data that can
be collected without risk to the
member or the club. You
should still protect this data at
all cost. Not everyone wants
phone numbers getting out.
The more data on a member,
the higher the risk becomes if it
is lost or stolen.
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GKMMC-NCR Chapter 20 Recap of Rolling Thunder 2019
(We HOPE not the last one)
By: Jen “Jackpot” Campbell
Chapter 20, SAA

GKMMC-NCR, Chapter 20,
along with around 50 other
GKMMC Knights from at
least 12 Chapters, made an
Awesome showing for the
32nd Annual Washington
DC Rolling Thunder Event
over Memorial Day weekend
(May 24-26).
Starting Friday the 24th,
Chapter 20 had an impromptu dinner/meet & greet with
around 15 Knights at our
local BBQ joint, Texas Ribs,
in Clinton, MD, right outside
of JB Andrews. Seven clubs
were represented, and all had
an awesome meal.
While some of our Brethren
struck out for the Ride for the
Wall (RFTW) event on May
25th (Saturday), many of us
went on the scheduled Run at
1100 to Piney Point, MD and
rendezvoused at the Ruddy
Duck restaurant for lunch.
We took over almost a whole
wing of the restaurant, giving
the serving staff a fun challenge to feed a bunch of military bikers and their families.
We had a great view of the
Potomac River and of a pair
of nesting Sea Eagles.
Sunday, May 26th, (the Big
Day), GKMMC, excepting
some Knights who participated in RFTW, rallied at the
Potomac Yard iHop in Alexandria, VA at 0515 to ride for
the Pentagon’s North lot and
our assigned Row 58. We
joined an estimated 1.3 to 1.7
million other riders to honor
our fallen Brethren in Arms
on this auspicious and very

emotional day with an escorted parade through Washington DC.
Some of us enjoyed the vendors located at the North lot,
and the food, awaiting our
turn to ride out to the parade.
The sun was warm, edging
toward hot, the drinking water was plentiful, and the company we kept made the day
even better.
We bumped
shoulders with other MCs,
many veteran clubs, like the
Red and Blue Knights, the
Nam Knights, CVMA, and
many others.
When the parade kicked off,
it was extremely humbling to
roll down Constitution Ave
with thousands of engines
rumbling and roaring, crowds
waving, cheering, and saluting, and just remembering all
those we have lost in the many
conflicts/wars the US has
been a part of.
Marine Sgt Tim Chambers
stood tall at his post, saluting
all of us who rolled past, not
even lowering his salute as a
biker graciously gave him a sip
of water from his cup as he
passed by Sgt Chamber’s position.
Many military combat boots
were lined up in the median
before Sgt Chambers, with
pictures and memorials of
those we have lost. This was
something new from last
year’s ride, as they did not do
this then.
The parade culminated in one
of the many parks in DC, with
many, many bikes being
parked on the green grass and
paved lots of that park. Those
of GKMMC who chose to

tour the Mall and the monuments split from our main
group there, while the rest of
us continued out of DC to
return to our initial rally point
of the Potomac Yard iHop.
A few Knights were split from
the main group in the North
Lot of the Pentagon at the
start, being placed in row 100something. We did not let
that stop us from saluting the
day and our Brethren. We
did start the parade a bit later
than the main group, and
thus we diverged as a group
when we reached the end of
the parade and found the
main roads back to either our
hotels or homes.
Chapter 20 would like to express our deepest gratitude
and appreciation for all of the
Knights who attended Rolling
Thunder with us and helped
us to make this a memory
never to forget. We made a
lot of new friends, greeted
many well-known friends, and
above all else, had FUN. We
hope that we can do this again
next year (pending Rolling
Thunder’s overall decision),
and bring even more of
GKMMC to the party.
A side note, but not an unimportant one, our International
GKMMC President’s Avatar
made several showing over the
weekend, thanks to several
Brother & Sister Knights who
happily carried “Flat Adam”
with them to different events
and locations. Check out our
photos on Facebook, in both
GKMMC International’s and
GKMMC-NCR, Chapter 20’s
pages, under the 2019 Rolling
Thunder photo albums!
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American Cross-Country Tour
By: Paul "Jake" Jacobsma
Chapter X
I want to take this time to
thank everyone involved in
my trek across the U.S. to
participate in The Rolling
Thunder, in Washington
D.C.

Always remember we
may never know
them all but we owe
them all!

My friend and I left the Oregon coast on April 29th and
traveled to see family in central California then continued
to Arizona. We planned to
travel on Route 66, but unfortunately the weather drove us
south. We traveled on I-10
through Arizona, New Mexico
and Texas. Again, we tried to
ride the three twisted sisters,
but we had rain, hail, and
lightning. It was still an amazing ride and we met some
great people who also caught
the weather at Frio Canyon
Motorcycle Stop. We contin-

ued to San Antonio where the
flooding and twisters kept us
there for a couple of days. It's
a good thing, as our bikes
were ready for service. We
reached out to Calliente Harley Davidson and they welcomed us with open arms.
Once the weather cleared, we
took off to New Orleans. Due
to our weather delays, we split
direction to see family. My
friend rode to Nashville and I
continued on to South Carolina. While in South Carolina,
I was blessed to meet Ray
"Cage" Sagan and got to experience Myrtle Beach bike
week. I joined up with my
friend once again and we continued up the coast. So much
history and sights to see in the
northeast, it was a great experience. We got to meet fellow
Green Knights for a ride to
eat some lunch at The Ruddy

Duck. We had a great lunch
and I may have picked up a
new road name thanks to the
wonderful waitress helping
our table.
The following day was the
most momentous day that I've
ever experienced. Rolling
Thunder was huge and I'm so
thankful to have experienced
it. This was my first time in
Washington D.C. and I was
very humbled. After all the
goodbyes were said, we had to
move fast across the Midwest.
We returned safely and without incident on June 4.
All in all, it was around 8500
miles across 25 states and
many stories to pass on. I'm
very thankful to be able to do
such a trip and I hope that I
will be able to do it again. It
was great meeting different
members from the Green
Knights.

Memorial and Day of Remembrance Service
By: Jm “Dirty” Cravens
Ch. 117 Historian
On May 27th, Chapter 117
out of San Diego had the
honor to attend the 119th
Memorial and Day of Remembrance Service. Located
at the Fort Rosecrans National Cemetery. It was a
beautiful and humbling experience. Ch.117 donated
over $250 dollars to the Fort
Rosecrans Memorial Day
Committee. This donation
went to supporting the service as well as helping pur-

chase multiple wreaths to be
placed on the resting spots
of our never forgotten brothers and sister.
-Always remember we may
never know them all but we
owe them all!
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Green Knights ride on Rally’s Military Appreciation Day
By: Megan Murat
Newscenter 1
ELLSWORTH, AFB, S.D. —
Honoring our nation’s military
— past, present, and future.
That was Tuesday’s theme at
the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally.
At Ellsworth Air Force Base, it
was bikes and bombers as the
Green Knights Military Motorcycle Club gathered at the base
for the 19th annual Dakota
Thunder Run. More than 150
bikers came out this year for the
ride through the Black Hills to
Sturgis for Military Appreciation Day.
Tylor Evans is the senior adviser
for the Green Knights Ellsworth
chapter. He said, “We, as Green
Knights, are a military mentorship program for the DoD
[Department of Defense] and
other military as well.” Chapter

vice president Phillip Cash says
the group makes sure members
ride safely and create a lifelong
passion of safety.
What’s the attraction of the
ride? “Getting all the vet all the
military folk, getting the community together,” said Cash.
Army Veteran Ernie Williams
added, “I’ve been waiting all
year for this. Nobody puts on a
ride like the military, by golly.
Everything’s ‘dress right dress.’”
Paul Lasko came all the way
from Tupelo, Mississippi. He
says he took two-lane roads all
the way here.
Chapter vice president Cash
said it’s important to remember
current military members in
harm’s way. “At any given time,
we have members of our country out there on the front lines,”
he said. “To be able to come
out in any venue and show the
appreciation to folks is fantas-

tic.”
Paul Lasko, the rider who came
from Mississippi summed it up.
“To just see America the way it
should be seen… that’s
what this ride is about.”
The ride finished in
Sturgis to a fly-over by
two B-1 Lancers from
Ellsworth.

h t t p s : / /
www.newscenter1.tv/
green-knights-ride-onrallys-militaryappreciation-day/

2nd Annual East Coast Meet and Greet
By: Patrick “Dory” Rosso
Chapter 1 Member
The 2nd Annual East Coast
Meet and Greet took place in
Lexington VA, August 9 - 11
2019. Patrick “Dory” Rosso,
Don “Reload” Freese and Sue
“Tipzy” Freese coordinated the
event with amazing rides, accommodations, and after ride
entertainment. There were
members from Chapters 1, 20,
49, 74, 36, X and International
in attendance.
In a statement made by Craig
(Dill) Martin of Chapter 1, “the
routes Reload mapped out even
surpassed the riding enjoyment

of riding the well-known Tail of
the Dragon”. On the day of
arrival, everyone had a great
time socializing, followed by
dinner reservations at Applebee’s. Saturday morning we met
up for what I would call the best
day of riding I’d personally
experienced in a number of
years. In another by Dill, “The
reason I ride a motorcycle is
because they are awesome and
way fun to ride. However, being
in the community of bikers is
something much more special
than I could have imagined or
what people realize. Outside of
the military I don’t believe there
are many (if any communities)

that possess this kind of camaraderie”. After a great day of
riding, we sat around for some
great discussion and enjoyment
of each other’s company. This
event turned out great and is a
must to continue in the future.
Chapter 20 discussed heading
up the 3rd Annual ECMG at
their next meeting. We will be
anxious to see what rides are
mapped out for next year! Sunday morning everyone said their
goodbyes and departed. Once
again, I’d again like to thank all
who came out to support the
event this year, and I hope to
see it continue to grow in the
future.

Gr een Kni ghts Internati onal Newsl etter
Adam Buehler
President

Craig “Colt” Colton

David Behr

Vice-President

Sgt-At-Arms

MISSION STATEMENT:
Addressing the needs and concerns of military and DoD civilian riders, through education, safety, knowledge and
the shared joy of riding.

Anyone interested in having a custom GKMMC sword
made, please contact Josh Adams
https://www.facebook.com/NorthwoodBlades/
918-406-8014
northwoodblades@gmail.com

Membership Guidelines
By: Don “Reload” Freese
North American Zone SAA
Recently I've received a lot of
inquiries about GKMMC
membership criteria.
According to the March 5,
2018 International bylaws, an
unrestricted full patch member must meet three criteria.
They are a 1) DOD ID card,
2) a motorcycle endorsement
on a valid driver’s license, and
3) motorcycle ownership.

These criteria also apply to
family members.
An “unrestricted” member is
anyone who can hold any officer position in the Club.
Chapter specific bylaws may
be more restrictive. Some important references in the International bylaws are 4.1.1.
“KNIGHT: ACTIVE MEMBER DUTIES AND LAWS”
and 4.4.4.3 which talks about
Squires petitioning to obtain
full Colors. You should also

read 4.4.1.9 as it pertains to
motorcycle ownership.
If you ever have any questions about the rules governing the operation of the
GKMMC, contact your
Zone or International SAA.

